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Eimer Stahl Highly Ranked by Chambers USA 2021 for Antitrust,
Commercial Litigation and Energy Practices
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Eimer Stahl is pleased to announce that for the nineteenth year in a
row, the firm has been recognized by Chambers USA for superior client
services and outstanding legal results. One client described the firm as
“very experienced, very accessible and very involved,” and another
noted “[they are] superb in terms of litigation.”

In Antitrust, the firm was ranked Band 1 Illinois, with attorneys Nate
Eimer, Michael McCluggage and Vanessa Jacobsen individually
recognized. Chambers USA client sources describe “Star Individual”
Nate Eimer as “one of the most prominent defense lawyers” and “an
excellent writer, negotiator and strategist; he is one of the most
knowledgeable and expert litigators in any discipline.” Michael
McCluggage is admired as a “smart antitrust litigator” and praised for
his wealth of experience litigating complex antitrust class action and
private party cases. Vanessa Jacobsen was recognized as only one of
eight ranked female attorneys in the category, with clients stating that
she is “a strong antitrust lawyer” and is “a very good writer and
litigator.”

Eimer Stahl was also ranked in Litigation: General Commercial—Illinois
and Energy & Natural Resources—Illinois. Clients provided testimonials
describing their experience with Eimer Stahl teams in these categories,
stating “they do a very good job of quickly getting to the heart of an
issue and never leave a stone unturned,” and “they are intelligent,
organized and they do a good job of advocating for their client's
position.”

Chambers and Partners has been the leading organization since 1990
in assessing, researching, and ranking the world’s best business firms
and lawyers. Chambers USA rankings are the result of detailed
interviews with clients, lawyers, or other sources, and an assessment of
recently completed legal matters.


